I. INTRODUCTION
Extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL) is a noninvasive medical procedure that uses focused acoustic waves to break up kidney stones into small enough pieces for a patient to pass naturally. In an ESWL procedure a strong acoustic pulse is generated outside of the patient in a water-filled casing and is then focused towards the kidney stone by one of several standard methods. The pulse either begins as a shock wave or forms into one during transit due to nonlinear steepening, depending on the type of lithotripter. The stone is fractured and subsequently comminuted by a variety of mechanisms including compression-induced tensile fracture, spallation, squeezing, and cavitation effects. The three common types of lithotripters are based on electrohydraulic (EH), electromagnetic (EM), and piezoelectric (PE) principles and the use of various devices for pulse generation and focusing. In an EM lithotripter an acoustic pulse is formed by an electromagnetic actuator and is focused by an acoustic lens or parabolic reflector. In contrast, an EH lithotripter uses a spark discharge between electrodes and an ellipsoid reflector and a PE lithotripter uses piezoelectric actuators arranged on a spherical cap.
Since the 1980 development of the procedure 2 and the 1984 clinical introduction of the Dornier HM3 EH lithotripter 3 , ESWL has become the preferred treatment of choice for most stones with size less than 2.5 cm. 4 Despite much success, EH lithotripters suffer from the short lifespan of the electrodes as well as high variability in shock features such as rise time and peak pressures. 5 This led to the popularity of EM lithotripters which greatly improved on these issues. 1 In fact, most lithotripters developed during the 1990s were EM lithotripters. 4 PE lithotripters also addressed these problems but poorer clinical showings have kept them from gaining popularity. 4 Unfortunately, modern EM lithotripters do not achieve the stone-free success rates of the HM3 and have lead to a higher re-treatment rate. 5, 6 Some reasons for the successful efficacy of the HM3 include the wider beam width and cavitation resulting from the long a) fovargue@email.unc.edu tensile portion of the pulse. These features can potentially be addressed in refracting EM lithotripters through introduction of new lens designs. Qin 7 proposed a design with an annular ring cut which increases the beam width and reduces the secondary compression of the pulse profile resulting in pressure waveforms, and therefore cavitation behavior, closer to that of the HM3. Zhong and colleagues 8 have reported a prototype design of this new lens that demonstrates improved stone comminution both in vitro and in vivo compared to the original lens. One benefit of designing new lenses as a means to increase EM lithotripter efficacy is the ease of replacing existing lenses while leaving the remainder of the lithotripter intact. In this paper a computational model of an EM lithotripter is presented to aid in the design of improved lenses.
Despite the prevalence of EM lithotripters, almost all existing numerical models of acous- All works in the preceding paragraph involve computational solutions of wave propagation and nonlinear steepening in water. These solutions allow modeling of EH, PE, and reflecting EM lithotripters where the focusing and steepening occur in water. To model a refracting EM lithotripter the wave propagation within the solid lens must also be computed.
This requires the computation to have a multiphysics aspect. In this work a multiphysics computational model is developed and validated against pressure measurements from an EM lithotripter. The experimental setup that is modeled is aimed at testing different lens designs and does not include tissue or kidney stone material or simulant. The region normally occupied by the patient is approximated in the experiment by additional water. Further details of the experimental procedure used to collect data for comparison are described in the next section. Following this the numerical model will be described. This model is first validated by comparing to experiment for a standard lens design. Then it is shown that the model correctly predicts parameters of the pulse, including peak pressures, beam width, acoustic energy, and pulse durations, for a modified lens.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The processes in an experimental EM lithotripter can be segmented into stages. First is the creation of the acoustic pulse by the electromagnetic actuator (i.e., the shock wave source). After traveling through a small portion of water the acoustic pulse enters the lens and refracts. Upon exiting the lens the pulse is directed towards the geometrical focus of the lens. Up to this point all wave propagation has been approximately linear. As the pulse proceeds through the water and converges towards the focus the amplitude increases.
Eventually, the pressures are high enough to cause significant nonlinear steepening of the pulse and finally shock wave formation.
The essential components of the experiment are a tank of water, an electromagnetic A similar experimental setup is used to measure the pulse input for the computational model. This input consists of pressure data as a function of the radial coordinate (r), time (t), and the source voltage (V ). This data corresponds to the direct wave created by the actuator. In this experiment the lens is removed and the optical fiber of the hydrophone is placed close to the actuator at z ≈ 5 mm.
To create the input pressure data three source voltages (12.8, 15.8, and 18.8 kV) were used. The radial profile of the pulse was characterized by FOPH pressure measurements at ∆r = 5 mm steps over the interval 25 ≤ r ≤ 60 mm. Near the edges of the actuator where the profile changes more rapidly, 15 ≤ r ≤ 25 mm and 60 ≤ r ≤ 70 mm, a smaller step size of ∆r = 2.5 mm was used. Elsewhere, r ≤ 15 mm and r ≥ 70 mm, the incoming pressure is assumed to be zero. This data was curve fitted as functions of r, t, and V in order to interpolate and extrapolate input pressure data over these variables (Section IV).
A. Post-processing of data
The hydrophone measurements are averaged over 4 samples and post-processed using MATLAB. The lithotripter field parameters are calculated following the IEC standard 61846.
The compressive and tensile pulse durations, t + t − , respectively, are calculated based on the first and last point where 10% of the peak pressure of that portion of the wave is encountered.
The rise time, t r , is calculated as the time from when the leading compressive wave increases from 10% to 90% of the peak pressure. Beam width, BW , is calculated as the diameter of the circle in the focal plane, perpendicular to the propagation axis, defined by where the pressure is 50% of the peak pressure of the leading compressive wave.
The effective acoustic pulse energies are defined as
where R h is the radius of the region over which the energy is calculated. In this work R h = 6 mm which encompasses most stones treated with ESWL. PII is the pulse intensity integral given by
where P (z, r, t) is pressure, Z 0 is the acoustic impedance of water, and t 1 and t 2 are the first and final crossing points of 10% of the peak pressure of the region in question. Here, acoustic energies are calculated only in the geometric focal plane of the lens so that z = 181.8 mm. Numerical data is produced in the same format (pressure over time at certain (z, r)
coordinates) and therefore the same post-processing of parameters is used.
III. NUMERICAL MODEL
The computational model described in this section simulates the focusing of an acoustic pulse by a lens and the subsequent shock wave formation as would occur in a refracting EM lithotripter. The developing shock wave in the solution requires the use of numerical methods capable of handling this discontinuity. Here, a finite-volume conservative-law Riemann solver 21, 22 is used which is housed within the BEARCLAW framework developed by 
A. Linear elasticity equations
The linear elasticity equations in cylindrical coordinates (z, r, θ) are
where σ zz , σ rr , σ zr , and σ θθ are elements of the stress tensor, u and v are displacement velocities in the z and r directions, respectively, ρ is density, and λ and µ are the first and second Lamé parameters (µ is also called the shear modulus). The Lamé parameters are related to Poisson's ratio, ν, and Young's modulus, E, by
and to the longitudinal wave speed, c p , and the shear wave speed, c s , by
The hyperbolic system of equations (3) models longitudinal waves and shear waves with motion in the zr plane. The main elements of the employed Riemann solver will briefly be discussed. Consider (3) written in vector form as
where
An analytic eigendecomposition of the system matrices, A and B, before the computation, reveals the waves and wave speeds of the system, which are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues, respectively. The wave speeds in this system are −c p , c p , −c s , and c s . The form of the coefficients of this decomposition, when applied to the solution differences between adjacient cells, is also computed beforehand. Along with the eigensystem values, these coefficients are used to form the flux terms at the cell boundaries, A ± ∆Q i−1/2,j and B ± ∆Q i,j−1/2 , in the update formula given by
where Q n i,j are the solutions values at the n th time step and in finite volume cell (i, j), ∆t is the time step, and ∆x and ∆y are the spatial steps.F andG are the correction terms which incorporate the higher order wave limiters and the transverse waves. The basic iteration used here is described by LeVeque 21, 22 .
In this simulation both the lens and water are modeled with the elasticity equations during the first portion of time from t = t 0 to t = t s . The elasticity equations will not capture the nonlinear steepening effect that occurs in water. However, the effect is assumed to be negligible during this time because of the relatively short distance traveled and low amplitude of the wave. The variable coefficient elasticity equations must be used to differentiate the water and lens areas. The material parameters become
Given the lens geometry, if a finite volume cell is completely within the lens the cell receives lens material parameters, and if it is completely within the water it receives water material parameters. If the cell covers both lens and water then averaging of the material properties is used. The density is found by arithmetic averaging and the Lamé parameters are found by harmonic averaging. 25 The wave speeds are then computed from these averaged values.
The formulas are
where the subscripts A, L, and W refer to averaged, lens, and water values, respectively, and f L and f W are the lens and water fractions.
The material property values used for these simulations are given in Table I . The values are set such that the water will not support shear waves. Without shear waves the elasticity equations revert to the wave equation. A strictly zero value for the shear modulus in water creates instabilities at the lens-water boundary and so a small non-zero value is chosen. The exact value isn't crucial because a very small wave speed will cause the waves to dissipate quickly due to numerical viscosity and the effect will be negligible. That being said, a value of the shear modulus consistent with what is found in the literature is used.
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The entirety of the initial pulse enters the domain while the elasticity equations are being solved. The exact shape of this pulse will be discussed in Section IV. 
The pressure values are doubled because the initial pulse will split into left-going and rightgoing halves and only the right-going half will enter the domain.
B. Euler equations
The Euler equations model sound wave propagation and fluid flow in compressible inviscid fluids and are used here to model the transition of the focused acoustic pulse through water which includes a nonlinear steepening effect. The equations are derived from the conservation of mass, momentum and energy. The axisymmetric equations are found from the cylindrical equations by removing θ derivatives and assuming no flow in the θ direction.
The equations are 
and
where γ and B are the two parameters of the EOS. This EOS is a simple translation by B of the ideal gas law and γ takes the place of the adiabatic index. This means a standard
Riemann solver for the Euler equations with the ideal gas law can be used here as long as the variables are initialized with the modified Tait EOS. Typical values of the parameters for water are γ = 7 and B = 300 MPa. In this simulation γ = 7.32 so that the speed of sound, given by
will be approximately equal to 1482 m/s with the atmospheric conditions p = 0.1 MPa and ρ = 1000 kg/m 3 .
Like the elasticity equations, the Euler equations can be written in vector form as
where the system matrices are now functions of the solution variables. A linearized Riemann solver is used here which employs the Jacobian to transform (16) into
The solution values within the Jacobian matrices are approximated by Roe averages and the standard entropy fix is used.
C. Multiphysics
At t = t s the simulation is switched from solving the linear elasticity equations to the Euler equations. For the results given in this paper t s = 28 µs. This value allows just enough time for the pulse to pass completely through the lens and into the water. This value should not be much larger, as the linear elasticity equations will not model the steepening in water and so the simulation should be switched to the Euler equations as soon as possible.
At t s the solution values in every finite volume cell are switched from stresses and displacement velocities to mass, momentum, and energy, illustrated as 
The equations for converting the values are shown below. The E subscript denotes elasticity values and the F subscript denotes fluid or Euler values. First, the pressure is calculated from the average of the normal stresses. The equations for determining the density and energy are the modified Tait EOS. The momentum values simply come from the density and velocities. The transformation is
where ρ 0 and p 0 refer to the initial water density and initial pressure, respectively. This 
IV. RESULTS -VALIDATION AND PREDICTION
The first result presented is the characterization of the direct pulse produced by the electromagnetic actuator, as mentioned in Section II. This is used to create the input for the computational model. The peak pressure of the plane wave created by the actuator,
is approximately proportional to the square of the source voltage (V ). 28 The radial profile of the pulse is fit by
where r 0 = 43.5 mm, r 1 = 93.5 mm, and r 2 = 28.0 mm. Finally, the function would occur from correcting for this by using small changes in the wave speed parameters, so a simple translation is used. Figure 6 shows good agreement between experimental and numerical pressure profiles including easily discernible parameters such as peak pressures, P + and P − , and pulse du- is less in experiment than in the model. This may be due to cavitation interference in the FOPH measurements which can lead to tensile wave shortening. [29] [30] [31] Also, the computation does not include cavitation, so any effect on the remainder of the pulse from wave-induced cavitation is not modeled. Although less data is available, beam width values match very well. Peak positive pressure matches well for the mid range input voltages which are typical of the source voltages used in the medical procedure. Experimental P + is up to 30% lower than numerical for lower voltage input pulses (< 12.8 kV) which may be due to extrapolation error in the numerical input.
For the strongest input pulses the experimental P + is up to 13% higher than the numerical P + . This may be improved by further refinement of the finite volume grid. Though in order to retain moderate runtimes for the most relevant input voltages finer grids were not used. Table II presents lithotripter parameters calculated from the experimental and numerical pressure profiles at the focus and in the focal plane. The pulse parameters, P + , P − , t + , and t − , match very well for both input voltages. Percent error for these parameters range from 2.4% to 12.7%. The larger discrepancy in the rise time may be attributed to the chosen courseness of the grid since this involves a measurement of the shock. Beam width error ranges from 2.7% to 10.7% over the input values and acoustic energy error ranges from 4.3% to 34.9%. The FOPH pressure measurements are estimated to have at least 5% error.
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Since FOPH measurements were used to create the input, the numerical model is considered to carry the same degree of uncertainty.
B. Prediction of new lens parameters
In this section the model is shown to accurately predict pressure profiles near the focus with the new lens design. This model was developed and its parameters were established using the original lens geometry. For modeling the shock wave focusing produced by the new lens, the only model parameters that are changed govern the geometry of the lens. All other aspects of the model remain the same. The new lens geometry is tested using 15.8 and 16.8 kV input, as opposed to the lower amplitude input used for the original lens. The interference from the delayed wave caused by the lens cut leads to reduced acoustic pressures at the focus. In order to compare pulses with similar focal pressures and effective acoustic energies higher amplitude inputs are used.
This section will present data in the same manner as in the original lens section. Figure   9 shows pressure profiles along the propagation axis and in the focal plane for 15.8 and 16. This is presumably due to the lower amplitude tensile portion which leads to less cavitation.
The numerical spike does not substantially contribute to the effective acoustic energy as seen in Table III and appears exagerated in the propagation axis plots, 9A and 9B. List of Figures   FIG. 1 
